
Piper Clipped Wing Cub 

Pilot Extraction


Pilot: Jason Flood


This aircraft is constructed of a steel frame tubing body frame (aka 
fuselage) which is covered in fabric.  The wings are fabric covered with 
wooden spars and metal ribs that run front to back inside the wing.  The 
wing is supported on each side by (2) a front and rear aluminum wing 
struts.  From the front windshield forward there are 2 panels that are made 
of aluminum.  


If the aircraft is running, approach the airplane from the rear; by the tail and 
behind the wings.  The cockpit can be reached from behind and under the 
RT wing and behind the struts, OR again from UNDER RT wing but in front 
of the struts on the RIGHT side.







1) Cockpit- Here is this photo you will notice the WINDOW UP meaning it 
is “OPEN” and the DOOR DOWN meaning “OPEN” and accessible.  


This airplane has a split window & door ONLY on the RIGHT side, which is 
the ONLY accessible side to reach and get to the pilot.  Looking at the 
airplane from the front (the LEFT side) When looking at the aircraft from 
behind, the RIGHT side ONLY.  


If the Pilot is flying with DOOR and WINDOW in the CLOSED position, the 
DOOR and WINDOW can NOT be opened from the outside. Either A) must 
slide the window DOWN on the OPPOSITE side of DOOR to access the 
handle for the door or B) in event of fire and need to access pilot, break 
the window/glass and reach inside to turn handle for door.




 

Here is the DOOR and WINDOW in the CLOSED and LOCKED position.


** IF TIME CRITICAL and FIRE is consuming cockpit, break window/glass 
to access pilot.  




�

Here is the door handle located on the INSIDE ONLY of the door.  To 
OPEN the door, handle must be PUSHED DOWN to the black mark in 
order for door to open and be operational.  Which then the door will open 
OUT and fold/flop down.



�

The pilot will be wearing a Harness Seatbelt system which consist of 5 
seatbelts seated in the rear of the cockpit.  The pilots harness is released 
by unlatching TWO lap belts by rotating the locking bar on each of the lap 
belts in the UP position. The belts will generally lay/be positioned in the 
crotch area of the pilot.  The two Shoulder harness come down and 
connect in the center as well.  They all are centralized together and 
connected in the center.  By pulling away the two shoulder straps and 
center crotch strap, the pilot is free to be removed.  The pilot will be 
wearing a parachute as well, which in this case the parachute material is 
made of the same material the seatbelts are made of.  ** If FIRE, cut belts 
to get and remove the pilot ASAP.



2) Fuel Tank- There is only 1 main fuel (black painted BIG tank) and a little 
smaller header tank (yellow painted one).  These fuel tanks are located in 
the front of the airplane, behind the instrument panel but behind the engine.



3) Fuel Selector-  The fuel selector (which is a push/pull cable) is located 
on the LEFT side panel of the interior of cockpit.  When the cable is pulled 
OUT, the fuel is OFF.  If cable is pushed IN, the fuel is ON.  If engine is 
running and need to access airplane, PULL Fuel cable and it will shut 
engine off.

If FIRE, PULL FUEL OFF!



4) Mag/Key Switch- This aircraft has NO electrical system, so NO battery.  
Although it does have a key for the mags for the engine to run.  As you can 
see here in this photo, this shows the key/mag switch which is located 
inside on the upper LEFT side near where the LEFT wing meets the 
fuselage.  The OFF position is to the LEFT as shown which when OFF the 
engine will no longer run if running, ON and HOT (which if the engine is 
running and fuel cable not PULLED the engine will still run) is to the RIGHT.  

NOTE**- If FIRE and engine is running, PULL fuel cable OFF and turn mag 
key OFF to the LEFT  This will shut engine OFF and eliminate more fuel 
from draining and puddling.  


